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Abstract. In this paper we present a simple yet effective temporal differencing
based moving region detection scheme which can be used in limited resource
condition such as in ad-hoc sensor network. Our objective is to achieve real-
time detection in these low-end image sensor nodes. By double-threshold tem-
poral differencing we can exclude the effect of global motion as well as detect
the real motion regions.  Then to achieve fast processing speed and overcome
foreground aperture problem, we scale down the searching space to a rather
small size, 30x40, and apply our Scalable Teeterboard Template to locate
moving regions’ bounding boxes. Resource requirement and time complex of
our scheme are very low yet experiment result shows that our scheme yields a
high detection rate. And our scheme’s speed and detection rate cannot be af-
fected essentially by the number of objects in the field of view.

1   Introduction

Wireless sensor network has been an active research field for it’s widely application,
such as battle field surveillance and environmental monitoring. The motivation of our
research is to incorporate visual ability to the network, which has often been ne-
glected in most of previous applications for image’s huge processing and communi-
cation cost. So our goal is to develop effective way which can be used in this resource
limited condition for visual information based surveillance. This paper will address
the problem of how to find the moving regions effectively by our low-end image
sensor nodes

1.1   Application Background

A wireless ad-hoc sensor network (WASN) is a network of sensor nodes with limited
on-node sensing, processing, and communication capabilities. These distributed sen-
sor networks are essential for effective surveillance in battle field and environmental
monitoring. Extensive research works have been done in this field. Two critical areas
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are: (i) efficient networking techniques, and (ii) collaborative signal processing (CSP)
to efficiently process distributed information gathered. In CSP, multi-channel infor-
mation, seismic, acoustic information in [1] and humidity, temperature in [2], has
been utilized for target object identification and environmental monitoring. Unfortu-
nately, visual information has often been neglected in most of these applications. One
possible explanation is that image information is so huge comparing with other in-
formation for low-end sensor node. Its transmission and processing cost seems
sharply contradict with the “smart dust” spirit, massive deployment of low-cost sen-
sor nodes. But undebatably, only visual information can give the most intuitional
impression in some applications. For instance, in remote boundaries surveillance, it is
really a tough task for sensors to distinguish between wild animal and stowaway only
by seismic, acoustic or infrared information and also it is hard to find a resting vehicle
troop by means other than visual information.

Capturing visual information by ad-hoc networks is a challenging task because of
their limited processing and transmitting capabilities. Our system follows the finding
to understanding model [4]. Surveillance task can be accomplished by two-layer
processing. Firstly, finding layer, instead of semantic understanding, is mainly to pick
out the object of interest that can be recognized by higher level processing, then
transmit these hot regions by RF. Our low-end image sensors can accomplish this
finding task by some simple yet fast, effective algorithms, Scalable Teeterboard Tem-
plate, which is specially designed for limited hardware resources, this paper will fo-
cus on this part. Secondly, since most pattern recognition models and algorithms in
computer vision are time and resource consuming, so we left understanding mission
to be dealt by higher layer, base station or wearable computer, which processing abil-
ity is much higher than sensor nodes. Our finding-understanding structure can be seen
in Fig. 1.
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Fig. 1. Overview of our finding-understanding structure. Moving regions are found by tempo-
ral differencing and Teeterboard template, and then are transmitted to higher level (base sta-
tion/wearable computers) for further classification.

Our camera nodes can work in two models, event model and query model. In event
model, camera’s work was triggered by some emergent events, such as seismic,
acoustic and temperature of the region is beyond some predefined threshold. In this
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case, camera nodes catch the moving objects in their visual fields and transmit them
by multi-hop to the base station for further analysis.  In query model, camera node is
triggered by query commands from top level and captures the whole image for trans-
mission. This model is for the cases in which target object is motionless and noiseless,
such as a resting vehicle troop.

Rather than an extensive description of our system, this paper will address the
problem of how to find the moving regions effectively by our low-end image sensor
nodes. Our detection scheme is temporal differencing based and some related work
will be introduced in the following section.

1.2   Previous Work

Video stream based target detection and tracking scheme has been a hot research
topic for years and many good results have been reported. One of the most commonly
used means is temporal differencing. There are schemes, as propose in [4][5], for
effective motion detection but they are not suitable for our special application.

In [4], a three-level Wallflower scheme has been proposed, which try to solve
many problems exist in background maintenance, such as Light switch, Foreground
aperture and etc. But it needs a training period to get better performance. In W4 [5],
three values, maximum value (M), minimum value (N) and the largest interframe
absolute difference (D), were stored for each pixel. D was used as threshold to deter-
mine a given pixel belong to foreground or background. Also a training period was
indispensable and the camera should be stationary to fulfill this background model.
But in our application, maybe there is not enough time for training. Such as in Event
model, cameras were trigger by some emergent events and target objects maybe al-
ready in the field of view. Thus in this case, a period of pure stationary background is
not available. Also our sensors of camera may be not fastened tightly on the ground
and modest sway by wind is possible.  So these schemes are not suitable for our ap-
plication scenario.

Pfnder [6] is a real-time system for tracking a person which uses a multi-class sta-
tistical model of color and shape to segment a person from a background scene. Like
many other systems, color information has been exploited for object segmentation.
Color information is not used since our tracking objects have not definite color and
grayscale image require less memory. Examples in this paper are color images only
for clarity reason and our real system operates on grayscale image. Or more specifi-
cally, most of our operations are based on binary images for memory saving reason.

2   Scalable Teeterboard Template Scheme

For this special application, our goal is to find moving regions in the field of view and
cut them out for further analysis. So scheme exploited here should be simple, quick,
easy for hardware implementing and memory-saving without sacrifice much detec-
tion accuracy.
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2.1   Temporal Differencing

CCD image sensor is a highly noise-prone device. It can be affected by the change of
temperature, light and other complicate reasons. Even during a short period, two
consecutive frames may different globally (without moving objects), this cause great
difficulty for temporal differencing based algorithms. So some low-passed filters are
often needed to denoise the images before differencing. The most commonly used
one is Gaussian filter. An 3x3 Gaussian Template is
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We can see that for each pixel, 10 shifts and 8 additions are needed. For our
320x240 video frames, there are 768000 (10x320x240) shifts and 614400
(8x320x240) additions for each single frame before differencing. These operations
seem still time-consuming for our low-end sensor nodes. So we omit this filter pre-
processing and let the latter erosion operation decrease the noise as well as delete
small regions. Our experimental result shows that this simplified processing does
yield comparably clear foreground regions as the ones with filter.

Without low-passed filtering, we applied our double thresholds temporal differ-
encing directly. The first threshold is to determine the different regions (include the
ones affected by noise) of two consecutive video frames. If In is the density of the nth
frame, then the pixelwise difference function Dn is
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and a raw motion mask image can be extracted by thresholding
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But there are conditions, such as differences caused by global motion of camera or
light switch, in which false alarm may occur. These changes are not what we really
interested in. In addition, moving regions detected by temporal differencing are rather
big in these cases, which will increase the communication burden and may blocked
other useful information. So we introduced another frame level threshold to exclude
these false alarm transmissions. And we can get the motion mask image Mn by
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Thus far we can get binary motion mask image Mn as shown in Fig. 2 (b). Without

filter preprocessing, it is stained by noise seriously. One iteration of erosion and dila-
tion operation is applied to delete noise as well as small regions. To make teeterboard
checking faster and deal with the foreground aperture problem [4], we 1/8 down sam-
pling the motion mask image and apply another dilation operation, the 40x30 result
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image can be seen in Fig. 2 (d). The motion regions corresponding to the biggest
white car are disjoint in Fig. 2 (c) because of its homogeneous color. Fig. 2 (d) shows
that our simple scheme can solve this aperture problem successfully and these disjoint
parts merge together.

Then we applied our scalable teeterboard template to locate each object and find
their corresponding bounding box.
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Fig. 2. Flow chart of motion region finding. (a) Original input frames of size 320x240; (b)
Temporal differencing between two consecutive frames; (c) Erosion and Dilation result; (d) 1/8
down sampling and erosion result; (d) Bounding boxes found by teeterboard template; (f)
detecting result

2.2   Scalable Teeterboard Template

To find bounding box of each moving object effectively, we introduce a scalable
teeterboard template. The initial size of the template is 5x5, as shown in Fig. 3. We
raster scan the 40x30 binary mask image, If the newly met black pixel is already
within some motion region’s bounding box, we just skip it, and otherwise we take the
pixel as the center of teeterboard and begin searching a new motion region. There are
two kinds of operation for this template before it can locate the bound of the region,
moving and extending.

Moving operation is to move the teeterboard’s center to interior or dense part of the
black (motion) region. And the moving direction is the heaviest side of the teeter-

board. The weight of each direction is defined as:
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Where di(u,v) is the distance between the pixel (u,v) and the center (x,y) of the teeter-
board in direction i.
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And each direction’s corresponding region is defined as in Fig. 3. So the moving
direction Dir is

arg max( )i
i Ii

Dir W
∈

=

Moving step size D∆ is a quarter of the template’s width or height, which depends
on the moving direction.
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Lheigh and Lwidth are teeterboard template’s length in vertical and horizontal direction
respectively.
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Fig. 3. Initial Teeterboard Template

By moving the teeterboard towards its heaviest side, we can guarantee that this
chosen direction points to the interior or dense part of the black (motion) region. But
in some cases, the teeterboard is balanced, such as the black region is much bigger
than the teeterboard and the teeterboard may stop at the corner of the region, then we
apply the extending operation.

Extending is to enlarge the teeterboard. One goal of this operation is to break the
balance of the teeterboard, so that it can continue its motion towards the gravity cen-
ter of the motion (black) region. Another goal is to make the teeterboard big enough
to cover the whole motion region. So the bounds of the teeterboard are also the
bounds of the motion region when the teeterboard stops moving and extending.

We chose the teeterboard’s balance direction as the extending direction, which

means that if left right weightW W T− < then we extend the teeterboard horizontally. The

extending step size we chose here is the same as the moving step size D∆  above.
If there are no new black pixels added to the teeterboard region after two consecu-

tive horizontal and vertical extensions, which means teeterboard has cover the whole
motion region, teeterboard will stop searching. Bounding boxes found by this scheme
are shown in Fig. 2 (e) and their corresponding motion regions locating result can be
seen in Fig. 2 (f).

Above description shows that our fast locating scheme on the one hand benefits
from its limited searching space, here is a 40x30 binary image. On the other hand, if a
motion region’s bounding box is found, all black pixels in this region will be skipped.
So each black pixel will be scan at most once and time complexity of this teeterboard
searching scheme is O(n), where n is the number of black pixels in 40x30 down sam-
pling image  and n <Tframe/64.
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3   Experiments

The description above of our algorithm show that it takes rather brute means, erosion
and 1/8 down sampling, to denoise, overcome aperture problem as well as get smaller
search space. This means we may lose some small moving objects which are deleted
as noise. Also speed of the moving object is a key factor which affects the detection
accuracy dramatically.

We evaluate the performance of our scheme under low moving speed and small
object size condition. The sampling rate of our test video stream here is 8 frames per
second and frame size is 320x240. We define the detection rate R as

detect_frame

tatal_frame

R
n

n
=

Where tatal_framen is the total number of frames in which an object occurs and
detect_framen  is the number of frames in which the object can be detected by our scheme.

The test results on 80 video streams (125 frames per stream) are shown in Table 1.
Also our scheme can deal with foreground aperture problem effectively. Disjoint

regions of the same object obtain by temporal differencing can be merged together for
most of time by 1/8 down sampling and dilation. If not, Scalable Teeterboard Tem-
plate can achieve this goal further by extending.  Some examples of foreground ap-
erture and detection result can be seen in Fig. 4.

Table 1. Detection results in low moving speed and small region size condition

4   Conclusion

In this paper we proposed a simple yet effective moving object detection scheme
which is suitable for ad-hoc sensor network.  To make image processing and commu-
nication possible in our low-end sensor nodes, we exploit double thresholds method
to exclude false alarm transmission caused by global motion as well as detect moving
regions. Then by scaling down the searching space to a rather small size, a 40x30
binary mask image here, and applying our scalable teeterboard template, we can find
the moving regions’ bounding boxes effectively and efficiently. Only regions in
bounding boxes are transmitted to higher level nodes for analysis. By these means
communication and processing burden can be decreased greatly. Future work will
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focus on the moving direction estimation of the same object in different frames, and
communication amount can be decreased further.
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Fig. 4. Some detection results for foreground aperture problem
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